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Internship Proposal

A Distributed Simulation Environment of a drone fleet
Tutors: J. Cardoso & P. Siron, ISAE/DMIA, Toulouse, France

janette.cardoso@isae.fr, pierre.siron@isae.fr

Context
The simulation of cyber physical system (as a fleet of drones) needs the integration and developpement
of heterogeneous models comming from different disciplines. This internship will be lead on PRISE
(Platform for Research and Teaching in Embedded Systems Engineering) [3], a platform for distributed
simulation and execution using HLA-CERTI [8, 11]. The High-Level Architecture (HLA) [7] enables a
distributed simulation which several simulation systems work together. The basic notion is a Federation
that gathers together Federates which can be simulators or tools like a 3D visualizer or hardware (eg
joystick). The federates can run on a same computer or on different computers. Different simulator
are used for now: Ptolemy [1, 2], an open source modeling and simulation tool for heterogeneous
models of computation, developed at University of California at Berkeley (UCB); Simulink with HLA
Blockset/ForwardSiM [4], MORSE, a generic simulator for robots and drones [5] and federates using
C++, Python or Java.
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Morse federate Ptolemy federate HLA federation

In a joint work ISAE-ONERA-UCB, a collaborative simulation framework called PTII-HLA [9]
combining Ptolemy II and HLA-CERTI was developed. The PTII-HLA framework allows experimenting
with heterogeneity of models of computation provided by Ptolemy and interoperability provided by
HLA. It manages the advancement of time and data communication, fundamental issues in HLA and
Ptolemy, for event-based federates and time-stepped federates.

Objectives
The goal of this internship is twofold: improve the PTII-HLA collaborative simulation framework

and implent a fleet of drones using this framework. The main tasks are:
• Analyse different scenarios for drone fleets and design an Object Model for the most representative,
• Evaluate the implemented mechanisms for advancing time in the federation and implement new ones.

This project is done in the framework of a joint work between ISAE/DMIA and CHESS/EECS/UCB.
All the new implementation successfully tested will be added to Ptolemy project [10] with the name of
the authors. The work of two master students in previous internships are in the project. This work can
be carried on a PhD thesis, see the ISAE website.

Skills Students preparing for a Master’s degree or equivalent (BAC+5) with a good knowledge of Java
and Eclipse, interested in distributed systems and simulation of cyber-physical systems. A knowledge
of C++ would be a plus. It is a R&D theoretical and experimental work.

Internship dates 5-6 months from April, 1st to end of September
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